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Inside this booklet you’ll find Assembly
Instructions for the Various Mini-Blocks
Once you become familiar with the construction of the Mini-Blocks you will find it easy to make any
quilt you want, whether it’s any of the quilts I offer, or those you might see in a book or magazine. Once
you become adept with Mini-Blocks, you will begin to “see” them in any traditional-style quilt. With
this process, you will quickly become a more advanced quilter.

But, before you start. One of my testers,
Dory Eddy,
has two words of advice:

“Have Patience”

Please hang onto this Booklet. Refer to it anytime you make any of the quilting projects or any of the
One Block Only Quilts and Pillows. This Mini-Block Instruction Booklet is offered as part of the overall
One Block Only Quilting program, it is the secret behind the One Block Only Quilts.

Should you need another Booklet, Contact me at:
catcanccg@aol.com
(subject line must include “OBO Mini-Block Booklet”)

© Copyright 2007 and 2017
by One Block Only Quilts
Published by
Cat Canyon Graphics.
27951⁄2 Unaweep Ave.
Grand Junction, CO 81503

www.one-block-only-beginner-quilting.com
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The Basics
All Beginners start here!
This booklet is designed with the novice quilter in mind. (Those of you who are more seasoned in
the art of sewing or quilting, please, bear with me.) The idea behind this project is to help the newcomer
so they can come to love both sewing and the art of quilting.
I have tried to be as detailed as possible and provide lots of photos of what I’m talking about. Let’s
go over some basic information before starting any project.

Buying Fabric
When quilting, choose 100% cotton fabric or flannel. I make all my baby quilts out of flannel
because I think babies should have something soft to snuggle next to and because flannel is durable
enough for the multiple washings that baby quilts need to endure.
Since these quilts are designed to take one traditional block and blow it up to make at least a lapsize quilt, the pieces are cut larger than normal. So the fun part is choosing the main print fabric! What
is special about most printed fabrics (especially for a beginner) is they have a color code printed in the
selvage margins. When you choose your big bold print for your center piece, look for
these color guides. These are actually the individual ink colors used in printing that
fabric and they give you a clue to shades and values you can use for the rest of your
color and print choices, often you can choose a print that complements your main
fabric by using the “values” in those guides. A “value” is simply the shade a print will
make in comparison to the main print. Often this is a subdued print that adds “depth”
without overpowering the main print (which is what you want to get all the attention).

Recycle Fabrics
You do not have to rush out and buy fabric. If you have some old clothes (maybe with some
sentimental value) it is perfectly okay to recycle them into quilts. As long as the fabric is in good
condition and not excessively worn. Always shrink any new fabrics if used with recycled!
My mother made many quilts from our childhood clothes—which are fun to look at because of all
the memories involved. My Grandma Mac and her church group always recycled clothes-not-quitegood-enough for the thrift shop’s racks into quilts for the “old folks” at the nursing home (mind you, this
quote was from my grandma who was older than most of those people in the nursing home, at that time).

Washing and Preparing the Fabric
When you get home from you fabric excursion, the first thing you need to do is wash the fabric
because one thing about 100% cotton is it will shrink. In the yardage amounts in this book I have added
enough to allow for any shrinkage you might encounter.
Before washing, hold your fabric so all four corners are together and snip a small triangle of
material off each selvage corner. (These should not be the folded corners!) Don’t snip more than a 1/2inch triangle. (This little tip will keep the raveling to a minimum while washing.)
Water should be warm or hot. Some dyes tend to be colorfast while others aren’t, I found that by
using Clorox2TM in the wash the fabrics don’t fade or bleed. Always wash “same” colors together.
When washing white-on-white fabrics (especially any with metallics) do not use chlorine bleach as it
may actually “yellow” the fabric—I learned that the hard way!
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Ironing
Once you’ve washed and dried the fabrics and are ready for cutting, you will need
to iron the fabric. Use Spray Sizing (I use this because it gives the fabric body without
gumming up the iron as spray starch might. It is a good idea to have a wet cloth handy to
run your iron over to keep any residue from staining your fabric.*) Some people starch
the fabric during the washing process and use a water bottle dampen the fabric while
ironing. You may need to trim some loose threads if the fabric raveled. No need to trim
the frayed edge, we’ll do that when we begin cutting pieces.
Iron the fabric flat first then fold it in half lengthwise and press again. When you
finish the piece of material it should look like the way you bought it.

Pressing
When pressing seams there’s a difference from ironing. When you iron you move the iron back
and forth to smooth out the wrinkles. While pressing is pretty much a non-motion activity, seams need
to be flattened down, not stretched. You should press a seam by laying the iron on the fabric (a very
small amount of motion is okay) and allow the heat (and steam) to press. I like a sharp seam, so use
your spray-size liberally and allow the heat of the iron to make a good flat pressing. This is especially
needed when making Triangle-Squares so the points come out properly.
All seams will be pressed to the darkest colored fabric, unless
noted in the pattern’s instructions. I press the seams on both
sides of the block, the back side first to direct the seam, then on
the front to smooth the seam into place. Good pressing helps the
overall flatness.
There are times when you may have to press to the lighter side of
the fabric. Should that become necessary, make sure all the
seams in the light part of the fabric are pressed to the light side to
ensure a uniform look.
<—— Pressed
to dark fabric.
Then turn seam
<—at center
To continue the
pressing to dark

A lot of times, most often when
making 4- or 9-patch blocks, the
seam will need to be turned in the
center of the block.
The illustration, at left, shows how
to make that bit of a twist in the turn
with a minimum amount of bulk.
It takes a few moments longer to
press and make the turn but is well
worth it.

*Always keep a wet cloth handy to clean your iron, especially when
starting the ironing or pressing project.
Irons have a nasty habit of gathering residue that tends to “cook”and turn
brown, this ugly stain can be transferred to the fabric. Steam irons gather
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residue in the steam ports that can be “spit” out onto the fabric. These marks can be washed out when
you wash the quilt but occasionally they can also be stubborn. So always clean your iron at the
beginning of the project and often during the project. There are several good “iron cleaning” products if
you have a particularly bad buildup on your iron.

Trimming
In all the Traditional One Block Only patterns, allowances have been made for trimming miniblocks to specific sizes (after assembling). In all cases, “triangle-squares” will need minor adjustments,
and “Square-in-a-square” blocks will need to be trimmed to a 1/4-inch seam on each point. Where there
are “Flying Geese” instructions, extra fabric has been allowed to assure trimming of 1/4-inch seams on
the point.

Backing
When it comes to backing, you can use oversized muslin, any cotton print, or in case of wall
hangings: recycle something! If you have an old top sheet in good condition it can be used for the
backing on a wall quilt or lap quilt. We live in a throw-away world, why not re-use something instead of
throwing it out. (Some machine quilters frown upon the use of sheets for backing, I’ve had no more
trouble with them than regular materials. But check with your quilter to see what she prefers.)
Always wash first!
Sometimes you need to splice the fabric because the quilt top is larger than
your chosen fabric. Since most cotton fabrics are on average 40-44 inches wide
and you are making a quilt 43” or larger, you will need to add strips of fabric.
You have a choice of making the seam down the middle (good if your quilt is
over 80” wide) which requires two equal lengths.
(Please note: Ignore the red line — it is only to show where the seam line is in this illustration.)

Your second choice: you can make two seams,
one on each side of the fabric (this is good for
Queens and Kings) and may require three
lengths of fabric.
Whatever choice you make, you will need to buy enough fabric
for your backing. Most times it will be double the length of the quilt,
sometimes triple, but there are stores that carry over-sized fabrics (100
inches or more).
A good rule of thumb: Know your dimensions: most of the One
Block Only Quilts are 48”x 48” and that breaks down to 1.375 yards of
fabric in length (allowing for shrinkage). If you need a second piece of
fabric for the back, you will need to get 2.75 yards for the back. Of
course, if you can find a fabric 60” wide you will only need 1.375 yards.
Please Note: .375 is the same as 3/8 of a yard or 13.5 inches.
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If that’s too hard just round up to the nearest yard or half yard. 1.375 yards are only a few inches
from 11/2 yards. Just as 23/4 yards is only twelve inches from 3 yards. One thing about having a bit extra
is one day you might want to make a scrappy quilt! Having a little extra fabric is not a bad thing!
PLEASE NOTE: THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS ARE GEARED TOWARDS THE ONE
BLOCK ONLY PREMISE OF LARGE PIECES. The principals pertain to all sized quilt pieces.

Cutting your fabric
These instructions are to help you understand the principals of cutting fabric for quilting and the
terms I use when referring to cutting. You should start with washed and ironed fabric. The fabric will
be folded length-wise unless otherwise noted in the pattern’s instructions, giving you a 20” to 21” (two
layers) work area in which you will be able to cut two squares at the same time. There will be times
when you will only need to cut one piece (like the larger center square) out of the strip and you can use
the balance for something else.
Equipment Needed:

A mat 18”x24”.
A 6”x24” rectangle ruler
A rotary cutter with a good blade.
(To save money, buy a cutting kit which has the above items included).
A square ruler (at least a 12” or 121⁄2” square)—purchased separately.

Before the fabric is cut for pieces it
needs to have a squared-off edge. Line up the
ruler on the straight edge of fabric then align
to the smallest part of the ragged end. Trim
ragged edge with the rotary cutter.. Now you
have a straight edge to work from. (If the strip
is to be used in “Stripping” then don’t cut up.)
Next, adjust the ruler so you can cut a
strip. In this illustration, we will cut a 9inch strip. The old rule of measuring
twice and cutting once is very important
if you don’t want to make another
(expensive) trip to the fabric shop.

<-6 inch->
ruler

<-3”>

This is where two rulers come in
handy. Use the longer ruler for the
cutting edge and the second to adjust the
size of the cut piece. Holding the longer
ruler firmly with one hand, cut the strip
with the rotary cutter.
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<—121/2” —>
ruler

Before cutting the squares from the strip, the selvage edge will need
to be trimmed off for a straight edge. In many fabrics there is printing
on the selvage edge, trim at the edge of the printed fabric, otherwise
trim about 1⁄4-inch or 1⁄2-inch off this edge
When I provide the
yardages for the fabrics, they
are figured to provide the
most pieces (cut) from a
strip. For example, the pattern calls for four 9” squares (with
a typical fabric being about 41” after washing), four squares
can be cut out of one 9” strip with a little scrap left over.
(TIP: It’s a good idea to practice cutting on an old bed sheet
to get the hang of it.) So you would cut the 9” strip and then make another cut for the squares equalling
four squares. Since the fabric is folded, you only have to cut two “squares” to have four squares.
When cutting a large center square, unfold the fabric and press flat, then cut one square whatever the
size listed.

“Fussy” Cutting Instructions
What in the world is fussy cutting?
Fussy cutting is just as it implies: the piece is specifically cut from the
fabric to use only one distinct image. This way you can control what part
of the fabric’s images are to be used. (In the example to the right, the
center was cut with the large flower as the focal point. The flowers for the
corners were also isolated in the fabric piece and cut so each can use just
that part of the fabric wanted for effect.) To cut, simply select the portion
of the fabric you want and use a large square ruler to plot out the cut.

Other Cutting Information
Squares
When cutting squares, in this case: a
9-inch square, use a square ruler.
because you can line up the cuts more
precisely. It’s also good if you need
any final trimming (such as when a
little extra is allowed in the first cut,
for example: a minor misalignment),
all you do is line up on the proper grid
lines and make your cuts.
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Triangles
When cutting triangles, the square ruler is good to use because it comes
with a diagonal line that you can use to line up on. This will give you a
perfect 45° angle for the triangle. Or you can use the longer ruler and
line the edge of the ruler from corner point to corner point, then cut along
it.

This method is used
when the triangle is used alone and not as a Tri-Square.
(See the Tri-Square section of this booklet.

Squaring Off
When making borders for a quilt, where the sides are sewn on first, and then the top and bottom are
sewn on last, this is what I refer to as “Squaring off”. When you sew a border on, it’s always good to
allow a bit of fabric overlapping the end. Then you can use a Square ruler to line up the outside two
edges. Always press the seams toward the borders (if you look closely at the first photo, you can see the
darker yellow of the seams in the borders). Repeat the procedure when you add the next border piece as
shown below. This little extra trimming will ensure a perfectly square block to build additional borders.

Mini-Blocks
In putting the One Block Only Quilts together, I discovered an interesting little fact. I found
myself doing many repetitive and redundant tasks when re-sizing the different traditional blocks.
Many traditional blocks are made up of what I began calling “mini-blocks” such as: the Square-ina-Squares, X-squares, Triangle-Squares (Tri-Squares), Multiple Triangles, Strip blocks, Chevrons,
Pinwheels, Flying Geese, Spinning Tops, Arrowheads, Duck and Ducklings, Stems, Four-Patches and
Nine-Patches, and a block I call “Cat’s Head” (because they always remind me of a cat). As well as
special blocks like Long Diamonds, and Compass Points
I have put the “mini-blocks” into this Basics Booklet to make assembling the One-Block Only
Quilts much faster because you will be doing all the repetitive tasks first. Once you assemble all of the
mini-blocks designated for your chosen quilt pattern, then all that is left will be sewing them into rows
and then sewing the rows together.
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Seam Allowance
Unless otherwise stated, all seams in quilting are 1/4-inch seams. There are several ways to assure
a 1/4-inch seam, we will help set you up to be able to sew consistent seams.
1/4 -INCH SEAM GUIDE: With the needle down, using a ruler,
measure from needle to the right side of foot: 1/4 inch.
Tip#1: If you have the feature on your sewing machine to move the
needle left or right, use it to establish the edge of your foot as the
guide for sewing the seam. That way you can then sew by lining the
edge of the fabric up with the edge of the foot.
Tip#2: Using masking tape (or any other kind of tape designed—the pink or the
yellow in the image—to mark a seam line on your machine) mark the 1/4” line on
the faceplate. You could extend the tape across the whole stitching area for a
longer fabric guide and a steady feed.

Basic Instructions
In this section we will discuss basic techniques used throughout this booklet. This booklet is an effort to
simplify as many of the repetitive steps as possible and to simplify the terms used.

Chain Stitching
When this phrase is used in relation to sewing blocks, it simply means you
will be sewing all the pieces in one continuous line of stitching. Take the
first mini-block, stitch the piece using a 1/4-inch seam or on any marked
seams, when you come to the end of that piece, position the next piece for
sewing and feed it in as you finish the first piece. This will give you a
chain of pieces sewn together without cutting the threads after each piece,
you’ll save time and thread. When sewing marked pieces, such as trianglesquares, where there are two lines drawn for sewing, sew all of the first
lines with chain stitching and then lift the sewing foot, ease out the last
piece, then turn the chain of pieces around to sew the second seam. Once
done, snip all the threads and proceed with your project.

Using a “Thread Saver”
When chain stitching, you may want to use a “Thread Saver”.
It’s a scrap of fabric to stitch through between groups of pieces.
To do this, simply place a small scrap of fabric in line after the
last block sewn. Stitch through this fabric as you did the
previous blocks so that you may begin your next stitching project
without pulling out any extra thread. Leaving the thread saver in
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The one thing I hate is when I
haven’t allowed enough thread
for the machine and the thread
gets pulled up. I really hate
fishing the thread out, then
re-threading that blasted needle!
The “Thread Saver” method
helps you avoid this problem.

place, snip the thread between the last block and the Thread Saver. It’s a good habit to get into and the
Thread Saver can be used over and over.

Rotary Cutting
You will need a rotary cutter (I like the 45mm size), a ruler with non-slip backing, a resealable mat with
1-inch measurements. There are several manufacturers of these products. I use Fiskar, but Olfa and
Clover are good tools, also. Key tips: Blades are sharp! Get in the habit of retracting the blade
between cuttings (if dropped, you won’t ruin the blade and you won’t cut things you don’t want cut, like
fingers). Once you’ve gotten the fabric aligned and ready to cut, hold the ruler firmly in place with one
hand. Make sure the blade is tight to the ruler and carefully cut your fabric. If you allow the ruler to
slip then you can waste your cut and fabric because you will find you will have to start over. A fraction
of an inch really adds up! Practice on scrap fabric before you start cutting for your quilt. Once you get
the hang of rotary cutting, you will really love it—straight cuts and precision pieces—greatest invention
in all of quilting history!

Mini-Block Assembly

Smaller blocks (with their own names) used to make Traditional Blocks
In the following pages we will explore the various Mini-Blocks and how they are put together. Since
this booklet was originally compiled for the Block of the Month Sampler Project, the blocks are
arranged according to each month’s block’s Mini-Block feature. Such as, the “Building Blocks” which
is basically a Stripping Block. “Broken Band” is a Square-in-a-Square block but you will also learn
how to do a Parallelogram or the Triangle/Square/Opposite Triangle mini-block. Let’s get quilting!

How to Assemble Mini-Blocks
Strip Blocks
This block is a fast way to assemble multiple fabrics into
any number of other patterns. (Such as: Single Irish
Chain and Double Irish Chain, Roman Rail, Four Patch,
Five Patch, Nine Patch, Spider’s Web, some Stars, as well
as Seminole patchwork and many other blocks that employ
making a design with strips of fabrics.) It takes a lot of the
tedium out of cutting individual pieces and speeds up the
whole process of making intricate patterns (especially with
small pieces). See Appendix for more detailed information.
In this block several strips of fabric are sewn together lengthwise to form a larger strip of fabric that will
be cut to a certain size and then sewn together again to make the pattern. Cross cuts may be straight,
diagonal, even triangular.
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The good thing about this method is the longer pieces of fabric can be sewn together at one time making
final assembling faster.
(This looks like a lot of work when it really isn’t.) The fastest queen-size quilt I ever made was a
Double Irish Chain in the above colors.

Four-Patch
The Four-Patch is a common mini-block that may be used in larger patterns,
sometimes they’re part of the overall pattern. Sometimes they are for added
interest within another pattern. Four-Patches are easy to make if assembled
by using the strip method. For a four patch, simply sew two strips of fabric
together, press seam towards the darker fabric and cut the pieces to correct
size. Then just turn one of the cut strips around and sew together. Press
and, if necessary, trim to specified size.
Some larger blocks are assembled as a four patch block such as: Broken
Dishes, Chisholm Trail, Clay’s Choice, Delectable Mountains or Kansas
Troubles, Hunter’s Star, and Yankee Puzzle, to name a few.

Square-in-a-Square
This block is the basis of many center blocks in
Traditional Quilt Blocks. It may look like this
example or it may have the center square turned
so it shows as a square instead of a diamond.
This is one of the simplest blocks to assemble.
Starting with the square (make sure the square’s
cutting is exact, please!) you will take the wide
edge of a triangle and pin it to one edge of the
square. An easy way to get the pieces equally
placed is to fold the square and press a light
crease to find the center, then do the same with
the long edge of the triangle. Then place these creased pieces (right sides
together) and pin from the center out (there should be an overlap on each end).
Prepare the opposite end of the square the same way. Sew the two ends and
press toward the center square. Repeat the process with the last two triangles
being placed on remaining sides of the square. Sew, trim the tails (the end of
previous triangles) then press.
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TRIMMING THE SQUARE
After pressing the square-in-a-square
block flat, lay the new “square” out for
trimming. If possible, use a square ruler
large enough to reach both the points and
the corner (see photo). Line the ruler up
at each point of the center square (as
shown) at the 1/4” mark on each point.
Using the rotary cutter trim excess fabric,
Shown above
cutting only that corner of fabric (Point to
The 1/4 inch seam allowance
Point) so there is now a 1/4-inch seam allowance at each point of the
“on point”
center square and the corner is “squared” up. Repeat on the other three
corners. This block should be “square” and now ready to add other blocks to it. Whatever block pattern
you chose that starts with this center square, you can now build it from this mini-block.
below: trimmed point

finished point

squared corner

Square-in-a-Square-in-a-Square
Sometimes this block can actually be three “squares” built into center
square. An additional set of triangles are added to the basic “Square-in-aSquare” to make this block. It is simply another repeat of the above steps,
including the final trim. It often is done to make assembly of the rest of the
overall block easier by making the remaining sections as single blocks to be
sewn along the sides of “square”.

Parallelogram

(most often used in the eight-point star)

This block is a 45-degree angle diamond that is the basis for all the eight-point star
blocks such as Lone Star, the LeMoyne Star and more. It can be made up of triangles
but it really looks best when using the parallelograms. These are tricky to cut but with
patience and a non-slide ruler, you can make them easily. This, of all the many
geometric shapes in quilting, benefitted most with the invention of the rotary cutter
and acrylic rulers.
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Triangle/square/opposite triangle
This block is made up of two triangles (and depending upon
the pattern, these may be two Tri-Sqs) plus a center square.
The trick with this mini-block is getting the two triangles
sewn in correctly, so be sure to lay the pieces out before
assembling them. It mimics the parallelogram in it’s look
and if you’re gutsy, go ahead and use one.

* * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * **

Triangle-Squares
Used exclusively in the “Broken Windows”.
Triangle Squares are integral to many designs for “named” traditional blocks.
When referred to in any of these patterns, the mini-blocks may be referred to as
“Triangle-Squares”or I simply prefer “Tri-Sqs”. In the OBO patterns, all the
fabric cutting instructions for “Tri-Sqs” will have additional fabric allowed to
make the diagonal seams.
To assemble these blocks, place one darker square and one light square together
with right sides together. With the light colored square on top, take a ruler and
a marking device (I prefer a blue Mark-be-goneTM pen or a plain graphite-type
pencil) to make the lines for sewing. Line the ruler up from corner to corner so
that you have a 1/4-inch seam on each side of the center point (red dotted line).
Draw a line and reverse the ruler to draw another seam mark. These lines will
be the guides for sewing the triangles (there should be a 1/2-inch area between
marks). After you have marked and pinned all of these “Tri-Sqs” then sew on
the lines of each square (remember to “chain stitch” all the squares, then turn
the squares around to “chain stitch” the lines on the other side).
Once you have finished sewing all the squares together, you’ll need to cut
them before pressing. Lay the sewn squares on the cutting mat and line
the ruler so the cutting edge lines up from corner to corner between the
sewn lines (check that 1/4” mark aligns with ruler’s 1/4” line). Use the
rotary cutter, being careful that the ruler is exactly between the line, cut
the blocks in half. This will result in two triangles sewn together, that
when pressed, will be a perfect square.
Always press to the darkest fabric.
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Finishing The “Tri-Sq”
After all the squares are pressed, “square up” the blocks by trimming
to the designated block size. (Please check what the size of the square
should be: for example—if the main square of the pattern is 6” then
the “Tri-Sq” will be 61⁄2” to allow for seams. Trim the “Tri-Sq” to the
<——61⁄2” markings.)
Using a square ruler line the diagonal mark along the intersecting
triangles’ seam and adjust the two “zero” edges approximately 1/8”
from corner to square up that pair of sides (checking to be sure there is
plenty of fabric on the other end of the diagonal seam for the
correct size). Trim both edges of the square then turn around. Line up
ruler so the correct size is aligned to the ruler’s grid for measurement
specified (such as 6”) and the diagonal line is on the seam, then trim the excess off the “zero” edges.
Repeat this until your Tri-sqs are trimmed.
(MORE INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND IN APPENDIX.)

“X” Square
Used in the “Ohio Star” block.
(Also used in the “Swamp Angel” block).
This Tri-Sq block is a differently designed block. The assembly of the
triangles is done along the short sides of the triangles much like an “X”.
The long side becomes the outside edge
(take extra care, the long edge is the “bias”
edge and it will stretch!). Cut two different
colored squares diagonally. Then cut the
triangles diagonally, again.
Then lay all the triangles out as they are to go in the assembled mini-block.
Pin pieces together following the straight arrows, sew and press to dark
fabric. Repeat for the second set of triangles. Then pin, taking care to
match the seams precisely. Then sew the two new “half & half” triangles
and press. Trim to specified size, if needed (see trimming instructions
above).

Squares
Squares are squares. Easy design element that doesn’t just take up space!
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Chevrons
These are used in the “Arizona Indian Memory”
block, the fifth Block.
This block is actually four Tri-Squares. Sew two
of the same color triangles together to form a
flying geese-style block.
The idea is to create a chevron image by putting
two dark Tri-sqs together and two background Tri-sqs together out of
the four Tri-Sqs.
This mini-block can stand alone in a pattern or
may be part of a larger “stripe” or “path” as in
this traditional block:
<— “Flower Garden Path”.

Cat’s Head
I would have to say this is my favorite block. Because it reminds me of a
cat’s face and ears, so I began calling this block “Cat’s Head”. I don’t know
if it has a name or not. It could officially be classified as a Four-Patch block
since it’s made from four pieces (two squares and two Tri-Sqs). It’s a fun
block to build.
There are only four squares used to make this block: two of the main fabric
(print or solid) and two of the background fabric. One set of squares goes
into making the Tri-Sqs “ears” while the “face and space” consists of one
square piece each: one main fabric square and one background square.
To assemble this block, first sew one Tri-Square together (following the
instructions for Triangle-Squares), cut diagonally and press. These
finished pressed “ears” should be trimmed to match the size of the two
“face and space” squares.
Lay the pieces out so they resemble a cat’s face and ears.
Take one square and one Tri-Sq and sew together,
do the same with the remaining two pieces. Press
the seams to the “ears”. Then pin the two
rectangles together (match your seams!) and sew and press toward the darker
fabric. Trim to specified size if necessary.
Now this is ready to be placed in the larger block pattern.
“Puss in the Corner”—a review of four patch and chevrons.
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Pin Wheel
Used in the “Martha Washington Star”.
This block is another Tri-Sq pattern which can be used in many ways. To
add interest such as in the Martha Washington’s Star (also known as the
Pinwheel Star or Solomon’s Star). Those patterns take a pinwheel and
place it within a square inside an eight point star.
A Pinwheel Quilt utilizes the pinwheel itself
as the principal blocks. Many other patterns
have variations on the pinwheel block.
When assembling a pinwheel, lay out four TriSqs in the pattern of the pinwheel’s blades. Sew two Tri-Sqs together, then repeat for
the other two Tri-Sqs. Press the rectangles, pressing toward the darker color. Finally
sew the two rectangles together (carefully aligning the points) to create the square, press
and, if needed, trim the square to the size specified.

Flying Geese
The Flying Geese is a rectangular block consisting of three triangles. The
center triangle (the goose) is generally a little larger than the two “sky”
triangles. When strung together in long rows the geese become a flock that
can stand alone or accent or defines other patterns. I like to use them with
Bear Paws to complete a “wild” theme.
Take the large triangle (see A) and along one of the short sides pin the long
side of the smaller “sky” triangle. The smaller triangle’s ends should extend
beyond the ends of larger triangle, especially at the point end (see B). This is
important in the trimming stage. Sew, then press seams toward the goose.
Repeat with other smaller triangle and after pressing, the hard part.
Note: Flying Geese has always been one of the most troublesome for me. I
find myself invariably fighting the point ends to get them to come out
correctly. I’ve allowed extra fabric so it should be easier for you. So, please,
take your time putting these together and trimming them.

A

B

To trim a flying goose lay the ruler so the 45-degree angle line follows the angle of the goose trim, half
the edge and then turn the ruler around and repeat positioning and finishing trimming that edge. This
trim is crucial because if you don’t get the point right you’ll have geese flying up the other geese’s tails!
If you are doing a stands alone goose, you can square the ends to the specified width at this time.
(See illustrations on next page.)
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<———1⁄4”seam on point
trimming the corner———>
¶

After trimming the point side, you will need to trim the opposite
edge because the height of the goose is important for also getting
them to “fly” right.
…
For example: If your finished flying goose block measures 16 1⁄2”
wide by 8 1⁄2” high and you need a block 16” wide and 8” high (this
includes the 1⁄4” seam allowance at the point side) then you’re doing
fine. Just be sure you allow the 1/4-inch on the point! When sewing
several Geese together fold and press the center of goose so the
seams are centered both top and bottom.
“Best of All” and “Lighthouse” each feature the “Flying Geese” blocks of Spinning Tops
and Duck & Ducklings.

Spinning Top
This block is a square block when finished. For ¶
the “tail” part it is assembled like a flying geese
block by lining up the short side of the “sky”
triangle, sew and then press the seam toward the
darkest fabric. Pin the other triangle to the other
side of the square overlapping the triangles,
especially at the point. Sew and press. Trim this
“triangle” to match the size of the larger triangle,
allowing 1/4-inch at the point. Stitch these two triangles together, press to the
dark fabric and trim (if needed) for the finished square’s size.
When “tail” portion is set up like a “Flying Geese” block (see left), the
“Spinning Tops” now consists of two distinct rectangular pieces. The large
triangle becomes the “goose” with two “sky” triangles (assembled following the
previous instructions) becoming the first rectangle. The second rectangle
consists of a square and two small triangles which now become the “goose”
triangle. Proceed to assemble the “sky” triangles as you would in the “Flying
Geese” instructions. Sew and press the seams toward the outside triangles. Once
the two rectangles are done, trim the rectangles to the proper size. Then pin the
rectangles together, sew and press to the darker fabric and trim.
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Duck & Duckling
When the “tail” portion is a Triangle-Square, it becomes a block called
by various names. Duck & Duckling is just one of them. I think it’s
rather fitting—baby following mama.

“Prairie Flower” has Flying Geese blocks and
the “Stem” mini-block.

Stems
This block is used in larger blocks such as Autumn Leaves or Maple
Leaf or any place a smaller strip between two larger strips (or in this
case, two smaller strips with a wide strip). It
may look like a triangle setup but is really a
strip-piece.
Basically you sew two strips the same size
onto each side of the center “stem” strip.
Once assembled, the strip is then cut by
placing a square ruler “on point” so that the
“stem” angles through the center of the
resulting square.

“Dove in the Window”
features “Arrowheads” without Y-seams.

Arrowheads
This mini-block can be made with triangles or with parallelograms. The
easiest way to make Arrowheads is using triangles made up in Tri-Sqs so
the background triangles are set in without the use of “Y” seams.
Once each side of the arrowhead is
sewn together, a single seam down
the center eliminates any “Y”
seams and can be more accurate in the long run.
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A couple of patterns to use in review.
“Quatrefoils” is a review of Flying Geese, 4-patch, and rectangles.
A good review pattern of a variety of Mini-Blocks is the “Flower Garden Path”.
It features: Chevrons and Spinning Tops and what appears to be a Square-in-a-Square, but isn’t.
Although, most importantly, it features our last Mini-Block: Multiple Triangles.

Multiple Triangles
Sometimes a pattern may call for more than two triangles sewn in a row (see illustration at left).
In this illustration three triangles have been sewn to make an angled piece that will attach to
two other triangles. In this case all seams are on a short side of the triangles and would be
sewn much like a “Flying Geese” block, allowing extra toward the point of the center
triangle. Once the seams are sewn and pressed (to center) then you can trim to the
specified size on both sides of the strip.
(When cutting for Multiple triangles allow extra for trimming.)
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Finishing the Quilt Top
BORDERS (optional)
If you want a larger quilt, then the easiest way is to add a border.
Borders are the pieces that go around the assembled quilt top. The
borders can be cut any size (with 4” to 5” being standard) and will go on
the “length” sides first. Wait until you finish sewing and pressing to
“square up” the pieces.
Before you put the top and bottom pieces on, you will now need to
“square up” the ends of the side pieces. To “square” the border, lay
your acrylic ruler on the ends with the edge lined up with the blocks and
a rule following the seam line. You can then make a cut across the
leftover fabric so it is “square” to the rest of the quilt. This is important
for several reasons, the most important is you will need a straight edge
to affix the remaining border fabric and to have the quilt lay flat.
You can add a square in each corner (see instructions below). For the more advanced quilter, you can
miter the corners where you won’t square off the edges but extend them so you can join the next piece at
a 45° angle.

Using Borders on your backing:
If you use 42” wide fabric, for a 48”x48” quilt, you will need to add a
border to each side. I would suggest cutting the main fabric to equal
size as the width (approx. 401⁄2”x401⁄2”) to make a square to build on.
Then adding strips from the remaining fabric cut equally the same width
(in the yardage amount listed, you should have enough for at least 41⁄2”
strips).
You should have approximately a half yard of Fabric #1 left over which
can be cut into squares for the corners (these should be the same
dimensions as the border strips: a 41⁄2” border needs a 41⁄2” square). If
you use this method, sew your side strips on first, press seams toward
the border, square off the ends and then check the length of your
remaining pieces before adding the squares. Allow 1⁄4” on each end for
seams, trim if needed, and add corners to each end. Matching seams, sew
together. Press seams toward the border. Then press entire back.
When you have the borders on, whether front or back. You can now assemble the three layers of a quilt:
Top, Batting, and Backing.
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Cutting long strips
When cutting border strips, there are two ways to do it. Either cut the
fabric crosswise or lengthwise.
Crosswise is easy if you do not need more than the width of the fabric. If
your length is longer than the width, you might cut two pieces and make
the joining seam a center seam for the border—so you have equal pieces
for your border piece.
Lengthwise is better if the pattern requires a strip longer than the width of
the fabric. That way the strip is one seamless piece.
To cut a strip lengthwise with a ruler and rotary cutter takes a little more
patience because there will be several “cuts” done while achieving the
specified length. If you need four strips, it is better to do the cutting on
ironed folded fabric.
You will take the strips off the fabric first then make any other cuts
afterward. When dealing with four strips, it is easier to take the width of
the individual strips and multiply it by two.
For illustration, the individual strip is 3”wide by 45” long.
The two strips would add up to 6” wide. You would lay out the fabric so it
runs lengthwise on the cutting mat. Taking your 6”x24” ruler you will lay
it lengthwise on the fabric (allowing about 1/4- to 1/2-inch at the selvage
edge for trimming off the selvage, later).
Firmly holding the ruler make the first cut. Then carefully readjust the
fabric (allowing about two inches of overlap to line up the ruler). Then,
once you have everything lined up, make the next cut.
So far you have made a 6” strip by whatever your length is. If the length
requires several more cut follow the step outlined in the previous
paragraph.
After you have the strip cut to the proper length, you will need to carefully
cut this strip in half lengthwise. Lay the fabric, once again, out on your
cutting mat lengthwise. Using the edge you just cut, you will align the
ruler to the 3” line and begin cutting the strip in half. After you complete
this step, take the last strip and trim off the selvage edge using the 3” line
on the ruler as the guide on the freshly cut edge.
This is the easiest method for cutting these strips with the least amount of measuring and cutting.
Wherever possible, use folded fabric for cutting the pieces. That way you are always cutting out two
pieces with the effort of cutting one. If you need to cut only one piece, you will open the fabric and cut
that one piece. I try to explain when you need to do this so you won’t waste fabric.
That is the easy way to cut long strips of fabric.
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Mitered Border Sewing Instructions
Mitered Border:
Put two of the border strips together, right sides
facing each other, with your acrylic ruler mark a
45 degree line from the corner. This will be your
seam line. Sew the seam and then place the ruler
with the 1/4-inch line on the seam line so you can
cut a 1/4-inch seam allowance, as shown.
Please note: I’ve tried to show you how to make this by showing the facing fabrics as the darker fabric
in the illustration and the backside of that fabric as lighter. This is only an illustration, please do not cut
your fabric off the long sides. The only cut you will make from the above illustration is the 45 degree
angle seam allowance cut!
To Continue:
When you have cut the seam allowance, then press the fabric open (this is one time the pressing will be
a flat seam, that is the seam allowances are pressed to each side of the seam).
Measure and using a blue pen or pencil mark a point (see in the illustration)
on the corner of the quilt 1/4-inch from both edges. Make it big enough for
you to see but not big enough to show on the finished quilt. This is your
seam guide for placing the mitered corner.
Taking the sewn and pressed corner, lay the mitered border and the quilt
down so you can see how they will go together, lining up the bottom edge of
the miter seam with the corner of the quilt. Using the dot for a guide (for
where the mitered piece needs to line up for that point of the seam), flip the
border fabric over to begin aligning the seams for sewing.
Pin that edge’s fabrics and sew that side, stopping about an inch or so from the end. Take pins out and
return to the corner to sew the other seam.
Fold the corner so that you can line up the other border piece for
pinning. If necessary, you may ease the first few stitches from
the border’s seam (at the seam line but go no further than the
seam!).
Pin that edge’s fabrics and sew that side, stopping about an inch
or so from the end.
Repeat above instructions for the opposite corner.
When you have two mitered corners sewn on: Line up the two
border pieces and follow the instructions for mitering. (It’s a bit
different (as the borders are sewn to the quilt) so you have to be
accurate in marking and sewing. After you have the 45 degree
angle sewn, finish the side border seams as instructed above.
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Machine Quilting
Before you go any further, you need to decide if you are going to finish the quilt yourself or have a Machine
Quilter do it for you. If you choose to have someone machine quilt your quilt, check with your local fabric
shops to find out who does it in your area. Contact them and after choosing one, follow their instructions.
Many will do the layering as they quilt your quilt. If this is the case, you may need to supply a single piece of
fabric for the back (a 50-60” wide fabric, or even possibly a 108” wide fabric, would be required for this).
Some machine quilters dislike using (bed) sheets for the backing, ask before you choose to use one.
Also, some machine quilters may provide “binding” as a special service. If you don’t like binding and can
afford it, this is an option you may want to take advantage of. But, remember to ask if the quilter offers it
and provide plenty of fabric for your quilt’s binding needs. Otherwise follow the instructions below.
Be sure to have your top fully pressed so all the seams are lying flat when you take it to the quilter.

Quilting yourself
If you choose to finish the quilt yourself, there are two ways to do that: tying or hand quilting. Tying is simply
using yarn (or embroidery floss, or any other heavy thread) to tie the quilt together at regular intervals. A
good rule of thumb is space the ties about 4” apart across the quilt. Hand quilting is sewing the quilt together
with a good “quilting” thread in a pattern of your choice. There are some good instruction books on this.

Finishing the Quilt
(This is for those who chose to finish the quilt themselves.) Now that we have discussed how you plan to
finish the quilt, we need to put it together. There are two ways to do this: Binding or what I call “Flipping”.
BINDING: Lay the quilt top face down and layer the batting (the number of layers is your choice, I like
two layers when using lightweight batting, but one is fine) then lay out the backing. If you use a sheet or
other large-width fabric, just cut it to match the size of the quilt top.
Once you have the quilt layered, either use large safety pins or baste with thread (long, long stitches)
to secure the layers for the quilting process. After you’ve pinned or basted the quilt to hold everything
together until you’re through, you are ready to attach the binding. Binding is straightforward.
Folded binding: Take a strip of fabric 21⁄2” to 23⁄4” and fold it in half lengthwise, pressing it to hold the
fold. Place the cut edges along the front edge of the quilt (the folded edge will fold over to the back side
after being sewn down) sew a 1/2-inch seam. Zigzag this seam if you’d like a flat seam. Fold the piece
over, the folded edge is now ready to pin and finish either by hand or sew on your machine. Just pin and
finish. (I use the first “border method” above to attach and use straight cut fabric. But this can also be
done with bias cut fabric. An excellent choice for making smooth corners—consult books or magazines
for instructions on how to do this)
FLIPPING: Flipping is a fast fun way to put the quilt together. With this method you put the quilt top
down first, face up. Then you place the backing face down upon the quilt top and then layer the batting on
top of that. Pin the edges and sew all around the edge 1/2” seam. You will sew three sides and part of the
last side, leaving an opening for later. Take the time to go back over that seam and zigzag the edges.
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Now the “Flipping” part: Once sewn, you will now turn it inside out and making sure the batting is flat,
hand sew the opening closed and lay it out to safety pin it all in place for tying. Or baste it with long
stitches so you can hand quilt it. The nice thing is there is no binding to fuss with!

Appendix
These are various terms and items of importance.
* What follows are descriptions of different processes for quilting. They are expanded descriptions of
these processes over and above the quicker versions within the booklet.

How to make a Tri-Sq
To get a tri-sq of one color and another color, place two squares facing together.
On the back side of the lighter fabric you will lay a ruler diagonally across and
draw a line (this will become the guideline for the next set of lines).
Then line the ruler up on this center line with 1/4 inch to one side of the center
line and mark another line. Repeat on the other side of center line. (These are
your stitching lines for the tri-sq.)
Pin and sew along the lines (but not the center guide line).
When sewn on both lines, again lay the ruler diagonally
(along center guide line) and cut the square in half to
make two tri-sqs. You can now press the square open
by pressing toward the darker fabric.
You can now make any trimming adjustments needed..Each block will
have the appropriate size listed in the Assembly Instructions.
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“Fussy” Cutting Instructions
What in the world is fussy cutting?
Fussy cutting is just as it implies: the block is specifically cut from the fabric to use only one image as
opposed to cutting in strips. This way you can control what part of the fabric’s images are to be used. (It is
not the most effective use of fabric, as you have lots of odd-shaped scraps left over, but they can always be
used in a “scrappy” quilt.) It is used when you want to feature something special in your quilt blocks.
(In the following examples I am using a Little Girl print to show —>
how to isolate the piece you want and cut it so you can use just
that part of the fabric.)
<—Place ruler over area you want to “fussy”
cut then adjust the ruler until the image is in
the middle of the area you want for the piece.

<—You may either mark the fabric
with a pencil or water-soluble-ink
pen or cut along the ruler line with
your rotary cutter.
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Then you will flip the ruler over, to line up the ruler on the first lines
to complete the square (or another geometric shape).
<—Then either mark the fabric or rotary cut the square.
You have a piece that has the object you want to highlight (for
example: individual flowers, animals or figures and other specific
items) centered in the square or triangle or whatever other shaped
piece.
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How to Make a Block with Strip Sewing
Normally, single squares would be cut and sewn together
individually. This can be tedious if there are a lot of squares in the
project. Also little mistakes can add up over the course of a lot of
squares until there are other problems (such as incorrectly cut
squares and sewing alignment).
A really simple way to build a block consisting of small squares is to
put it together with strip sewing. It takes a lot of the tedium out of
cutting individual pieces and speeds up the whole process of
making intricate patterns (especially with small pieces). In strip
sewing, several strips of fabric are sewn together lengthwise to form
a larger strip that will be cut to a certain size and then sewn together
again to make the pattern.
In the case of the None-Patch #1 block, one set of three 41/2 inch
strips fabric (light, dark and light) are sewn together.
Press the seams toward the darker fabric.
Then with your ruler line up on one of the
seam lines and trim, if needed to square up
the strip. Then measure over 2 inches and cut
to make a “row”. Make another 2 inch cut for
the second “row”.
If you are using the same fabrics for both
Nine-Patch blocks you can combine the
strip sewing to cover all the same
combinations of strips.
In the case of the None-Patch #1 block,
one set of three 41/2 inch strips fabric
(dark, light and dark) are sewn
together. A second set is two
(light, dark and light) are
sewn together. Leaving only one odd combination
of the center strip of light, dark, light.
The good thing about this method is the longer
pieces of fabric can be sewn together at one time
making final assembling faster.
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Added Bonus!

What if
you want a
Bigger Quilt?

On the next theree pages
are two examples
of how to take a
One Block Only
Quilt Block
and make a bigger quilt!
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How To Make a Larger Quilt from an OBO Pattern
The beauty (of these quilt patterns) is you can make a larger quilt in several different ways. You can use
borders to extend the dimensions. Or you can use the main quilt as a medallion and add triangular corners.
Since the One Block Only Patterns make what is essentially a “Lap Quilt”, you would need to add borders
or corner pieces to make the quilt into a Twin-sized Quilt, a Full-sized Quilt, a Queen-sized Quilt, or a
King-sized Quilt
The following is approximately the dimensions for those quilt sizes:
Size
Average
Larger
Twin
65”x95”
72”x96”
Full
80”x95”
96”x108”
Queen
86”x100”
102”x115”
King
108”x108”
120”x120”
What follows are instructions for two ways to make a Queen Size Quilt using a
One Block Only Block Pattern
If you are making it for a specific bed, measure the bed and the drop (down the sides) to get your
measurements you want. It helps to lay the block on the bed to see how you would like to place it in the
quilt. To make a rectangular quilt, the bottom and top borders should be wider than the sides.

Adding Borders:
This quilt example is 102”x 115” finished size
(the center block is approx. 60”x60”).
Fabric requirements: (in addition to pattern fabric)
Largest border: 3 yards for top and bottom
Cut two strips 16” by 102” long
2⁄3 yards (60”) for side pieces
Cut two strips 91⁄2” by 86” long
Middle border: 21⁄2 yards for all the pieces
(top and bottom and side pieces)
Cut two strips 41⁄2” by 86” long
Cut two strips 41⁄2” by 761⁄2” long
Inside border: 2 yards, 6” (78”) for all the pieces
(top and bottom and side pieces)
Cut two strips 81⁄2” by 761⁄2” long
Cut two strips 81⁄2” by 61” long
You will need to purchase your fabrics in the
longest lengths. The longest length is the width
since the top and bottom borders are added last.
Allowances have been made for shrinkage when washing. Cut your top and bottom pieces first from all
the fabrics.
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THE MATH OF IT:
Basically to add borders, you need to take the dimensions such as 102”x115” for a Queen-size quilt and
subtract the block’s dimensions in this case 60”x60” (most others are 48”x48”). For the width: (102-60)
= 42 inches will be added to the block to make the width. Then divide that number in two (42÷2) = 21
inches for each side. (Side borders are only as long as the main block, in this case 60”). Now if you are
using three borders you would subtract the widths (such as 8”, 4”, 9”) and from the 21”. But when
cutting—don’t forget your seam allowances!—be sure to add 1/2” to each strip you cut (a finished 9”
border would be cut 91⁄2” and so on) for seam allowances.
For the Top and Bottom Borders you will take the length and subtract the block size (115-60=) 55 inches
to get the amount needed. Then divide that number in two (55÷2) = 271⁄2 inches for each side. You
would subtract the widths (such as 8”, 4”, 151⁄2”) and add 1⁄2” for seam allowances.
For the Inside border, sew the sides on first, then the top and bottom. Squaring as you go. For the
Middle border, sew the sides on first, then the top and bottom. Squaring as you go. And finish with the
Largest border in the same manner as before: sides, top/bottom. Press all seams to the darkest fabric.
Now you have a queen size quilt.
Apply the math to any size you want to make a quilt that uses a “block” center.

Making a Medallion:
This quilt example is 102”x 114” finished size (the
center block is approx. 60”x60”).
Fabric requirements: (in addition to pattern fabric)
Outside border: 11⁄2 yards for all the pieces
Cut four strips 91⁄2” by 52” long
Middle border: 2 yards for all the pieces
Cut four strips 61⁄2” by 70” long
Second Middle border:
2 1⁄3 yards (84”) for all the pieces
Cut four strips 5” by 82” long
Triangle Piece: 1 yards for all the pieces
Cut two squares 34 1⁄2” by 341⁄2”
Then fold diagonally and press.
Cut the square diagonally on the line.
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THE MATH OF IT:
Basically to do this quilt you need to work from the center out. The First middle border is 6”finished,
and the Second middle border is 41⁄2” finished. So the strips need to be half an inch wider for seam
allowances. This quilt can be done two ways: Straight side pieces with top and bottom added after that;
or Mitered corners.
For the Middle two borders, it is easier to sew the sides on first, then the top and bottom. Squaring as
you go. For the corner borders, sew one side on first, square to the edge of the triangle. Don’t worry
about extra lengths, you will trim later, then add the second extending the strip across the first strip and
triangle. After that extend the triangle’s line across the outside border to make a larger triangle which
you will sew to the second middle border. Repeat all corners and trim. Notice the side Second middle
border gets trimmed off for the 102” width. (You can be creative and leave the point extended and fix an
extra piece on your back to fit the extended point.) Press all seams to the darkest fabric.
This is a more complicated design but it will really show off your “medallion”.
Now you have a queen size quilt. Apply the math to any size you want to make a quilt using a block
center.
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Dear Quilter,

Thank you for purchasing the Mini-Block Instruction Booklet. This is

just a little note to you about the patterns.

In the patterns, I supply the yardages needed for that quilt.

In all

cases, I have allowed for shrinkage during washing the fabric first, please

take the time to wash your fabrics. Please do not scrimp on buying the

fabrics. (Unless the fabric is over $10 a yard, it really isn’t worth scrimping.

Because, sure as you do, something will happen and you’ll go back to the
fabric store. If it’s like what happens to me, the store just sold out of the
fabric and isn’t going to re-order!)

Please Note: All the illustrations for cutting are set up as if the fabric

is unfolded and flat. In many cases I instruct you to cut “strips”, this is done

on folded fabric and is planned so you may follow the instructions for that

particular “strip” which may include pieces of different sizes. In that case, I
instruct you to cut the largest size for the “strip” and make the other cuts
after cutting the first pieces.

The other thing, in the illustrations for cutting, follow the directions for

the sizes in the text. I use the layouts as a guide, in my mockups, I put the
1/4-inch seam allowances on in a different color so I can see what I’m doing.
When you look at the illustrations you will, no doubt see the lighter or
darker “outlines”, but pay no attention to them.

The amounts I have

designated are the sizes with the seam allowances figured in.

Also you may notice tiny lines dividing the squares in these

illustrations.

They are there for placement purposes only and basically

represent a cutting line (not necessarily as wide as they might appear).

TeriMac
P.S. Should you run into problems, you may contact me at:
catcanccg@aol.com (subject line: OBO question)
(Please, include a phone number where I can reach you, thank you.)
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